About this document

This document describes the high-level networking architectures and required configuration for establishing the site-to-site Virtual Private Network (VPN) connectivity in the multicloud hybrid environment.

Executive summary

In today’s environment, many organizations are using some form of cloud services, whether private, public, or hybrid cloud and storage infrastructure is an integral part of these deployments. A hybrid cloud is a combination of a private cloud that is combined with the use of public cloud services where one or several touch points exist between the environments.

Networking is the critical component of the hybrid cloud and site-to-site Virtual Private Network (VPN) IPSec tunnel is the widely used option for extending the on-premises environment across multiple public clouds. In this paper, we describe the high-level logical configurations between on-premises and various public cloud service providers, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and IBM® Cloud.

Scope

This technical report does not:

• Provide performance analysis from a user perspective
• Replace any official manuals and documents that are issued by IBM
• Replace any official manuals and documents that are issued by Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Explain ordering and configuration resources in IBM and AWS cloud

Prerequisites

This technical paper assumes that the following prerequisites are met:

• Knowledge of IP networking and routing tables
• Basic knowledge and administration of AWS resources and skills of IBM cloud
IBM Cloud: Configuring site-to-site IPSec VPN for hybrid cloud connectivity

This section describes how to configure hybrid cloud connectivity between the IBM Cloud site and the on-premises site. This section also describes lab setup and the steps to configure the site-to-site IPSec tunnel for communication between IBM Cloud™ and the on-premises site.

Note: Although this section describes the logical steps for the use case that is shown, the on-premises network configuration, infrastructure, and security policy can vary on a case-by-case basis. This section is intended to give a high-level logical example.

The high-level logical network architecture for hybrid cloud connectivity is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the network gateway appliance at the IBM Cloud site is a Vyatta Gateway Appliance, which acts a default router for the private (10.85.17.1/26) and portable private (10.85.33.64/26) subnet IP blocks.

All of the compute hosts and IBM Software defined storage systems are configured with IP addresses in the portable IP subnet 10.85.33.64/26.

At the on-premises site, a network address translation (NAT) router is used (which is the core router) with a public IP address. That public IP address is NAT’ed to a private IP 10.1.210.9.

The second router that is used for lab purposes is a VyOS software gateway at the on-premises site that acts as a default gateway for a private subnet.

The VPN IPSec site-to-site tunnel creates a secure communication network between your IBM Cloud infrastructure and on-premises infrastructure. Network communication between the private subnets is controlled by the access control list that is populated at the creation of the VPN IPSec site-to-site tunnel.

Configuring IPSec site-to-site VPN tunnel

Complete the following steps on the IBM Cloud site’s Vyatta Gateway Appliance:

1. Set up the virtual interface (VIF) to all subnets in the VLAN. The list of subnets is available in the VLAN from the IBM Cloud website (log in required).
Otherwise, the different subnets cannot access each other. In our example, we use VLAN 846, which has two private IP subnets: 10.85.17.0/26 and 10.85.33.64/26.

To set the VIF, use the following commands:

```plaintext
set interfaces bonding dp0bond0 vif 846 address 10.85.33.65/26
set interfaces bonding dp0bond0 vif 846 address 10.85.17.1/26
set interfaces bonding dp0bond0 vif 846 vlan 846
```

Also, set the VIF for the public IP subnet on a different bond. In the lab setup, the VLAN ID for the public IP subnet block is 818:

```plaintext
set interfaces bonding dp0bond1 vif 818 address dhcp
set interfaces bonding dp0bond1 vif 818 address x.x.x.x/28
set interfaces bonding dp0bond1 vif 818 vlan 818
```

2. Create the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) groups for VPN configuration:

```plaintext
set security vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC proposal 1
set security vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC proposal 1 encryption aes256
set security vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC proposal 1 hash sha2_256
set security vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC proposal 1 dh-group 5
set security vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC lifetime 86400
```

3. Create an ESP group with name CLOUDDC:

```plaintext
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC proposal 1
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC proposal 1 encryption 'aes256'
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC proposal 1 hash 'sha2_256'
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC lifetime '3600'
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC compression 'disable'
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC mode 'tunnel'
set security vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC pfs 'dh-group5'
```

4. Create site-to-site VPN IPSec configuration and set the pre-shared secret key:

```plaintext
set security vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <remote on-premise public IP>
set security vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <remote on-premise public IP>
authentication mode pre-shared-secret
set authentication pre-shared-secret TEST1
set default-esp-group ESP-CLOUDDC
set ike-group IKE-CLOUDDC
set local-address <Local IBM Cloud side public IP>
```

5. Create a tunnel with a local private IP subnet and a remote private IP subnet. After the tunnel is created, all of the machines that are part of these local and remote subnets can communicate with each other:

```plaintext
set tunnel 1 local prefix 10.85.33.64/26
set tunnel 1 remote prefix 10.0.210.0/24
```

**Note:** In the solution lab environment, the on-premises private subnet is behind the NAT. Therefore, NAT traversal (NAT-T) must be enabled as a part of VPN tunnel configuration.

6. Enable NAT-T and allow the required private subnet to communicate across the VPN tunnel:

```plaintext
set security vpn ipsec nat-traversal enable
set security vpn ipsec nat-networks allowed-network 10.0.210.0/24
set security vpn ipsec nat-networks allowed-network 10.1.210.0/24
```
Similarly, configure the router for the VPN tunnel at the on-premises site. For this example, we configured the IP addresses for the VyOS router as follows:

eth0: 10.0.210.9/24
eth1: 10.1.210.9/24 (NAT rules are created to translate this private address to the public address.

a. Configure an IKE group, naming it in our example ONPREMDC:

   set vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC proposal 1
   set vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC proposal 1 encryption aes256
   set vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC proposal 1 hash sha256
   set vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC proposal 1 dh-group 5
   set vpn ipsec ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC lifetime 86400

b. Configure an ESP group, naming it in our example ONPREMDC:

   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC proposal 1
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC proposal 1 encryption 'aes256'
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC proposal 1 hash 'sha256'
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC lifetime '3600'
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC compression 'disable'
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC mode 'tunnel'
   set vpn ipsec esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC pfs 'dh-group5'

c. Set the interface that is used for the VPN tunnel; in this example it is eth1:

   set vpn ipsec ipsec-interfaces interface eth1

d. Set the authentication key and create a tunnel between the local (on-premises) private subnet and the remote subnet (cloud site private portable subnet):

   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> authentication mode pre-shared-secret
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> authentication pre-shared-secret TEST1
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> default-esp-group ESP-ONPREMDC
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> ike-group IKE-ONPREMDC
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> local-address 10.1.210.9
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> tunnel 1 local prefix 10.0.210.0/24
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> tunnel 1 remote prefix 10.85.33.64/26

e. Enable NAT and NAT-allowed networks for the private subnet blocks at the cloud site:

   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> nat-traversal enable
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> nat-networks allowed-network 10.85.17.0/26
   set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP@Cloud Router> nat-networks allowed-network 10.85.33.64/26

This step activates the IPsec VPN tunnel.

To check whether the VPN tunnel is functioning, run the show vpn ipsec sa command, as shown in Figure 2 on page 5. In the example, the VPN tunnel is up between the on-premises site and the IBM Cloud site.
AWS Cloud: Configuring site-to-site VPN IPsec tunnel for hybrid cloud connectivity

This section describes how to configure hybrid cloud connectivity between the AWS Cloud and the on-premises environment. This section also describes the lab setup and the steps to configure the site-to-site IPsec tunnel for communication between AWS Cloud and the on-premises site.

Note: Although this section describes the logical steps for the use case that is shown, the on-premises network configuration, infrastructure, and security policy can vary on a case-by-case basis. This section is intended to give a high-level logical example.

The high-level architecture for hybrid cloud connectivity between on-premises and AWS cloud is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3, Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) in AWS is configured with a VPN gateway and router for the CIDR block 172.16.0.0/24. VPN gateway is required for establishing the tunnel between AWS cloud and on-premises infrastructure. It acts as the default router for communication between AWS and on-premises systems. In AWS, all of the compute hosts and IBM Software defined storage systems are configured with IP addresses in the private IP subnet 172.16.1.0/24.

---

**Figure 2**  VPN IPsec tunnel status

**Figure 3**  Hybrid cloud network connectivity topology between AWS cloud and on-premises
At the on-premises site, a network address translation (NAT) router is used (which is the core router) with a public IP address. That public IP address is NAT'ed to a private IP 10.1.210.9. The second router that is used for lab purposes is a VyOS software gateway at the on-premises site that acts as a default gateway for a private subnet.

The VPN IPsec site-to-site tunnel creates a secure communication network between AWS Cloud infrastructure and on-premises infrastructure. Network communication between the private subnets is controlled by the access control list that is populated at the creation of the VPN IPsec site-to-site tunnel.

**AWS configuration for VPN IP Sec tunnel**

This section describes the required steps at the VPC level in AWS cloud for establishing the IP sec tunnel.

1. Create customer gateway. Log in to the AWS console with the resource provisioning privileges and scroll down to the Virtual Private Network (VPN) section in the pane. Click **Customer Gateways** and enter the required information, as shown in the Figure 4.

![Figure 4  Customer gateway configuration in AWS](image)

2. Create Virtual Private Gateways. Click the **Virtual Private Gateways** section in the VPC and configure the required information, as shown in the Figure 5.

![Figure 5  Virtual private gateway configuration in AWS](image)
3. Attach Virtual private gateway to the VPC, as shown in the Figure 6.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6**  Attaching Virtual private gateway to VPC in AWS

4. Create Site-to-Site VPN connection in AWS console, as shown in Figure 7. Select the Virtual Private Gateway and customer gateway parameters (see Figure 6).

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7**  Creating VPN connection in AWS

This step creates two tunnels in the VPC that are used for the configuration at the other end of the tunnel.

**Configuring the VyOS router at on-premises**

Complete the following steps:

1. Enable NAT-T. The address of the external interface for your customer gateway must be a static address. In the LAB configuration, we used the VyOS gateway that is behind a device performing network address translation (NAT). To ensure that NAT traversal (NAT-T) can function, you must adjust your firewall rules to unblock UDP port 4500:

   ```
   set security vpn ipsec nat-traversal enable
   ```
2. Complete the following steps to configure IPSec tunnel #1:
   a. Use the following Internet Key Exchange (IKE) configuration:
      
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS lifetime '28800'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 dh-group '2'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 encryption 'aes128'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 hash 'sha1'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS) authentication
      mode 'pre-shared-secret'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS) authentication
      pre-shared-secret 'mD2UOcZmKY23sX30u.Iox_0Fj_GYcsEd'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS)description 'VPC tunnel 1'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS)ike-group 'AWS'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS)local-address
      <local public IP >'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS)vti bind 'vti0'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel1@AWS)vti esp-group
      'AWS'
   
   b. Use the following Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) configuration:
      
      set vpn ipsec ipsec-interfaces interface 'eth0'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS compression 'disable'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS lifetime '3600'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS mode 'tunnel'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS pfs 'enable'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS proposal 1 encryption 'aes128'
      set vpn ipsec esp-group AWS proposal 1 hash 'sha1'
   
   c. Configure the IPSec dead peer detection parameters:
      
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS dead-peer-detection action 'restart'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS dead-peer-detection interval '15'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS dead-peer-detection timeout '30'
   
   d. Configure the IPsec tunnel parameters:
      
      set interfaces vti vti0 address '169.254.40.102/30'
      set interfaces vti vti0 description 'VPC tunnel 1'
      set interfaces vti vti0 mtu '1436'
   
   e. Configure the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP is used within the tunnel to
      exchange prefixes between the Virtual Private Gateway and your Customer Gateway.
      The Virtual Private Gateway announces the prefix that corresponds to your VPC:
      
      set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunell1@AWS) remote-as
      '64512'
      set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunell1@AWS) soft-reconfiguration
      'inbound'
      set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunell1@AWS) timers
      holdtime '30'
      set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunell1@AWS) timers
      keepalive '10'
      
      Your Customer Gateway can announce a default route (0.0.0.0/0), which can be done
      with the 'network' statement:
      
      set protocols bgp 65000 network 0.0.0.0/0
To advertise more prefixes to Amazon VPC, replace the 0.0.0.0/0 with the prefix you want to advertise. Make sure that the prefix is present in the routing table of the device with a valid next-hop.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to configure IPSec tunnel#2:
   a. Use the following IKE parameters:
      
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS lifetime '28800'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 dh-group '2'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 encryption 'aes128'
      set vpn ipsec ike-group AWS proposal 1 hash 'sha1'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS)authentication mode 'pre-shared-secret'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS)authentication pre-shared-secret '63VRY4qF.6vjqkguHB&W0wQFJdsvk1'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS) description 'VPC tunnel 2'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS) ike-group 'AWS'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS) local-address <local Public IP address>
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS) vti bind 'vti1'
      set vpn ipsec site-to-site peer <Public IP of tunnel2@AWS) vti esp-group 'AWS'
      
      b. Use the following Tunnel Interface configuration:
         
         set interfaces vti vti1 address '169.254.42.106/30'
         set interfaces vti vti1 description 'VPC tunnel 2'
         set interfaces vti vti1 mtu '1436'
         
      c. Use the following BGP configuration:
         
         set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunnel2@AWS)remote-as '64512'
         set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunnel2@AWS)soft-reconfiguration 'inbound'
         set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunnel2@AWS)timers holdtime '30'
         set protocols bgp 65000 neighbor <Inside IP CIDR of tunnel2@AWS)timers keepalive '10'
d. Check the tunnel status. On the VyOS router, the VPN IPsec tunnel status can be verified by running the `show vpn ipsec sa` command, as shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8 Checking VPN IPSec status at VyOS router](image)

You can also check the status at VPC AWS console by clicking **Site-to-site connections** → **Tunnel Details**, as shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9 Checking VPN IPSec status from AWS console](image)
Summary

With so many cloud networking options available today, virtually no two hybrid clouds are built the same way. It takes a keen understanding of the business, and of the available networking options to create the hybrid solution that is best suitable for your specific goals. The most widely used choice is a site-to-site virtual private network (VPN) IPSec tunnel across the internet for creating secure hybrid connectivity.

This paper describes the logical hybrid networking configurations with the various public cloud end points. For a larger enterprise customer, the on-premises network configuration, infrastructure, and security configurations can vary according to organization policies. The choice of connectivity depends on the customer environment and their preferences.
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